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✓ Date Theme of the Day Explanation Special Info:

Wednesday March 1, 2023 Strong Paint a design inspired by the theme Be creative

Thursday March 2, 2023 Patterns Paint a design featuring or inspired by 
any type of pattern

Friday March 3, 2023 Green Things Paint a design featuring anything that is 
green

Saturday March 4, 2023 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Sunday March 5, 2023 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Monday March 6, 2023 Inspired by Pinterest Paint a design inspired by any face paint 
design on Pinterest

Google image search "Pinterest face paint" 
for inspiration

Tuesday March 7, 2023 In the Clouds Paint a design featuring or inspired by 
clouds, or something in the clouds

Wednesday March 8, 2023 Andrea's Choice: Roses Paint a design featuring roses
PRIZE ALERT! Be sure to ALSO add your 
pic to the March 8 album for a chance for a 
prize from our sponsor!

Thursday March 9, 2023 Travel Memory Paint a design inspired by a memory of 
somewhere you have traveled

Body Painting is allowed

Friday March 10, 2023
Design for Little Ones- On the Job 
Style

Paint a quick design suitable for a very 
young child (5 years old or younger)

"On the Job" Style designs should take 
about 5-6 minutes to paint, typical of an 
average festival or party design. 

Saturday March 11, 2023 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Sunday March 12, 2023 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Monday March 13, 2023 Connect Paint a design featuring something that 
connects

Be creative

Tuesday March 14, 2023 Circles Paint a design featuring something 
related to circles 

Have fun with it!

Wednesday March 15, 2023 Andrea's Choice: Butterflies Paint a design featuring a butterfly
PRIZE ALERT! Be sure to ALSO add your 
pic to the March 15 album for a chance for 
a prize from our sponsor!

Thursday March 16, 2023 ITP Dare- Use your least favorite 
one stroke or color

Create a design using a one stroke or 
color that you use the least! 

Be creative. 

Friday March 17, 2023 Rainbow- On the Job Style Paint a quick design featuring a rainbow
"On the Job" Style designs should take 
about 5-6 minutes to paint, typical of an 
average festival or party design. 

Saturday March 18, 2023 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed
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Sunday March 19, 2023 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Monday March 20, 2023 Inspired by YouTube Paint a design inspired by any face paint 
design on YouTube

Tuesday March 21, 2023 Snakes or Vipers Paint a design featuring or inspired by 
any type of snake or viper.

Body Painting is allowed

Wednesday March 22, 2023
Andrea's Choice: Add Bling to your 
design

Paint any design and include some type 
of bling (gems, glitter, etc.) to the design

PRIZE ALERT! Be sure to ALSO add your 
pic to the March 22 album for a chance for 
a prize from our sponsor!

Thursday March 23, 2023 Back to Basics- Symmetry

Practice your symmetry, try to make one 
side of your practice design a mirror 
image of the other. Does NOT need to be 
a full design

Relax and enjoy your practice. Can be as 
simple as teardrops & swirls, or more 
elaborate. 

Friday March 24, 2023 Cherry Blossoms- On the Job Style
Paint a quick design featuring cherry 
blossoms

"On the Job" Style designs should take 
about 5-6 minutes to paint, typical of an 
average festival or party design. 

Saturday March 25, 2023 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Sunday March 26, 2023 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Monday March 27, 2023 Disney Songs Paint a design inspired by any song from 
a Disney movie or show

Tuesday March 28, 2023 Magical Creatures Paint a design featuring or inspired by 
any type of magical creature

Be creative

Wednesday March 29, 2023 Andrea's Choice: Oversized Florals Paint a design featuring oversized florals
PRIZE ALERT! Be sure to ALSO add your 
pic to the March 29 album for a chance for 
a prize from our sponsor!

Thursday March 30, 2023 Face Paint Classics- Lion
Paint a lion design suitable for use on 
your face painting menu

"On the Job" Style designs should take 
about 5-6 minutes to paint, typical of an 
average festival or party design. 

Friday March 31, 2023 Mixed-Up Mashups
Choose a mashup design from the list 
that will be posted

Check the FEATURED POSTS for official 
mashup list! Pick one item from each list 
section to create your mashup
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Post your Daily Entry to the Main Inspiration to Paint group 
"Discussion" section by midnight in your time zone. Find the Main group at: www.facebook.com/groups/inspirationtopaintbyabby

Each entry should be a SINGLE photo or photo collage, please. Extra 
photos or videos can be added to the comments or shared in the 

Inspiration to Paint Family group instead.

For questions, extra conversation, and posts not related to the daily entries, 
use our "sister" group, Inspiration to Paint Family: www.facebook.
com/groups/inspirationtopaintfamily

Please include the following hashtags on each daily post:
After the month is complete, you will be asked to complete a Google form 
about your participation, to help determine your prize eligibility, and give the 
admin team feedback to help improve the challenges.

#(your FIRST name and March participation number) with 
no spaces! For example; mine is #Marie1 

Check the Group "Featured Posts" section often throughout the month for 
information posts and challenge related news,

#(your hometown or area+ facepainter) with NO spaces! 
Examples are #newjerseyfacepainter or #londonfacepainter

On ANY theme day, please try to keep the subject matter suitable for general 
audiences. Please remember that we have members of all ages and backgrounds in 
the group. Also, please try to avoid controversial statements and comments when 
posting in the group. We ask for a NO POLITICS policy in posts and comments, 
please. If you have any problems, do not engage with the post, just report the post 
or comment and/or tell the admin team, and trust that we will deal with it.

#creativefacesglittersticks & #creativefacesforkids

#InspirationtoPaint

#March2023challenge Interact and support your fellow Artists with reactions and kind comments. 
No "constructive criticism" please, as text can be easily misinterpreted. 

You can find your participation number in your monthly information message 
from Inspiration to Paint.

Body painting is only allowed on the days specified on the calendar, this 
includes backs and bellies. Body paint models should be 18 years of age or 
older, please.These hashtags make it easier for the admin team to find your posts at the end 

of the month

 Our March challenge is sponsored by our ITP Family member, Andrea 
Moje. Please give Andrea your thanks and support by following her social 

media, and checking out her unique products Remember, ANY theme can be painted 
in an "On the Job" style, even if it is not 
specified on the calendar. It is YOUR 
decision to paint what works best for 
you and your business. It is never 
required to paint something elaborate 
or time consuming. 

Instagram- @creativefacesglittersticks and @creativefacesforkids

PRIZE ALERT- Andrea is giving away extra prizes for the "Andrea's 
Choice" theme days. Be sure to ALSO add your photo into the album of 

the day for the chance to win


